
BARC Animal Shelter & Adoptions

CODE RED - DOG & CAT

This report is intended for currently approved rescue partners and fosters.  

*These pets have been identfed as the MOST URGENT and can be potentally euthanized at any tme during the 

day should we reach capacity.  

*This list will serve as the fnal notce for this pet. 

If you are an interested adopter please visit our website at <htps://www.houstontx.gov/barc/adopt_a_pet.html> 

for more informaton on adoptng.

 2:45:07AM5/26/2023

CAT

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Unknown sex)  2 YEARS,  BLACK,  DOMESTIC SH MIX CAT

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 11

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878814 BINX 05/23/2023 ADOPT40  9.00

Not Tested

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

3 cats abandoned by previous tenant/dowmstairs unit

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Cat hisses and swaps as I close porthole of calmdown box during AM cleaning .

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Feline is hissing and swatting from inside the calm down box. placing adopt eval, covering kennel, and placing extra 

enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Feline is hissing and swatting from inside the calm down box. placing adopt eval, covering kennel, and placing extra 

enrichment.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Feline is hissing and swatting from inside the calm down box. covering kennel and placing extra enrichment. when walking by 

he can be heards growling from inside the calmdown box. Placing Beh consult due to behaviour.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Cat was hissing when approaching kennel. While attempting to close calm down box door cat was swatting. Gave extra 

enrichment and covered kennel door but any time you go close the cat start hissing and attempting to run out box so he can 

swat.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

as i uncovered binx's kennel he immediately began growling and hissing with dialated eyes, airplane ears and tail curled 

around a tense body. was able to close kennel portal with a safety stick and clean one side of his kennel while he remained on 

top of his calm down box. as i attempted to coax him to the other side he maintained same body language while growling. as i 

began softly stroking him with the safety stick his growling lowered but he remained frozen and tense and refused to move. 

was able to remove his food and water bowls to clean them and put them back in with no issues. once done i began to cover 

his kennel and his growling and hissing picked up again.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

cat presented a tense body, tail curled around his body and dialated eyes. he remained in one spot while low growling and 

hissing as i used a safety stick to close the kennel divider in order to clean one side. once one side was clean i was able to 

coax him to it with the safety stick. when i finished cleaning the kennel i lifted his divider and he went into his calm down box 

while hissing. covered kennel back up but would hear him hissing anytime i would pass by.



DOG

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

DERMATITISA1879926 CHOPPER 05/25/2023 DA28  6.55

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879927 CHURRO 05/25/2023 DA28  7.20

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879928 CHANCE 05/25/2023 DA28  4.45

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879929 CHEETOS 05/25/2023 DA28  4.20

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE / BROWN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879930 CHICO 05/25/2023 DA28  6.55

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879931 CHANEL 05/25/2023 DA28  4.15

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  9 WEEKS,  WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879933 CHAZ 05/25/2023 DA28  5.95

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

hpd on site for neglected fem dog with 7 puppies /unit #3b43d /cb#713-876-7178

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

INTESTINAL PARA1879917 05/25/2023 DC14  55.60

NEGATIVE/NAD

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



BEHAVIOR NOTE

when on the leash A1879917 pulls excessivly forward on the leash and occasionally treat motivated. Walking by the runs with 

other dogs in them , his hackles came up,and he began to lunge and growl at the other dogs through the fence. Once we 

walked away from the runs his hackles remained up until he was in the kennel. While in the kennel he pushes out his food bin 

and digs at the kennel door

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, he is excessivly jumpy. Treats were thrown as a distraction as leash was placed onto him. While walking 

on leash, he mildly pulled and was somewhat reactive to dogs in outside runs. After being placed in outside runs he calmed 

more. Walking to next kennel, he continued to pull on leash but was easily placed into kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  7 MONTHS,  BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879182 ZEKE 05/24/2023 DC15  42.00

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel Zeke is wagging his tail , walked into leash not taking treats. While walking dog started to randomly turn 

and nip not hand keeping soft tail wag and walking . Dog was in the outside runs wagging hsi tail open mouth. I called him over 

and he walked into leash gently. Walking back i started tossing treats and he he started to eat , but then again started to turn 

and nip my hand .

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel i started tossing treats but did not eat. I openned kennel door and he walked out with wiggly body. Dog 

ignored treat trail to outside runs, dog kept loose body open mouth in outdoor kennel. I placed leash and he walked back . 

Once in hall act started to offer wet food and he was eating off floor but as act would stop he would jump up and air bite pacing 

on leash. We contued dropping wet food until we got to kennel

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  1 YEAR,  BLACK / WHITE,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 6

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879722 JOJO 05/23/2023 DC16  57.00

NEGATIVE/NAD

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

3 LRG GERMAN SHEPHERDS ROAMING LOOSE

BEHAVIOR NOTE

05/22/23 10:19 Went to B row to get Jojo to complete intake workup - ACT was walking the dog and I was able to get Jojo 

from them, he walks on the leash and walked him out the kennel row, I took another picture and uploaded it to chameleon, the 

workup was completed, Jojo enjoyed pets and would lean into me when I stopped.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog is avoiding eye contact as i am tossing treats. I started to place leash and he kept moving away and 

cowaring down. Once leash was placed he walked slowly trying to hide behind doors. - i offered wet food but did not eat untill i 

walked away, i came back and gave more as he facing walls

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel Jojo was laying down , not taking treats. I palced leash and he walked out loosly , while in hall i stopped 

and he sat next to me . I started to slowly pet him and he lowered his head. Coming back for him in the outside runs he was 

laying down in front , i slowly started to approach him and he slowly came towards me very low tail tucked. I placed leash as i 

pet him and he stood up slowly wagging his tail. PM -Inside kennel and trembling, laying in back of kennel, avoiding eye 

contact with different handler-monitor after moving to south



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  1 YEAR,  BLACK / WHITE,  BULLDOG MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878568 ZOE 05/24/2023 DC22  43.00

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog has whale eyes, tense while sitting in kennel with head low. I called her and tossed treats but stayed 

sitting avoiding eye contact. I started to place leash and she had whale eyes flinching upon touch. DOg walked loosly to 

outside runs with tail tucked. Coming back for her she was in front of fence sitting. I gently placed leash and she walked loosly 

with tail tucked to next kennel

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  GRAY / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 6

Days in ShelterConditionName

UNDERWEIGHTA1879681 05/23/2023 DC24  38.00

NAD

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

See previous sequences/ Owner will be available to meet at home at 10am on 5/20/23/ owner is willing to sign dogs over / ok 

per please call for assistance

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Sitting at the back of th kennel, trembeling, lip licking. Muzzle and carry him into a new kennel

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  5 MONTHS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

DERMATITISA1880136 05/26/2023 DC35  23.00

Not Tested

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1/blk dog tied w/pink leash to fence near pool area since last night/not friendly when approached

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 YEARS,  WHITE / TAN,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1880135 05/26/2023 DC40  35.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

stray roam while going on a call

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Appeared dull in kennel, sitting with back arched and hunched over, mouth was loose and closed but abdomen was moving as 

if dog had labored breathing

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel, a1880135 stood up and greeted me at the kennel door. Once i put the leash on her she began to walk on 

a loose leash to the new kennel. she stood still while i put her blanket in the kennel and then she got comfy.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BLUE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1880107 05/26/2023 DC41  56.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

stray dog roamming area.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog is heavy panting, knocked fod bin down, whining and standing at kennel door, once we left her sight dog started high pitch 

vocalizing, semi screams. Possibly biting kennel door as we noticed bite marks made on metal on door and dog's teeth had 

metal residue that was shining in the glare of the light on her teeth/mouth.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog is wagging her tail, i placed leash and she walked loosly to the outside runs wagging her tail. Coming 

back she was very wiggly but as we got to door she started thrashing pulling back on leash. I lifted her into room and she 

walked loosly till we got to kennel she started pulling back did not take any treats. I had to lift her into kennel and get out 

quickly

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  SIBERIAN HUSKY MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 3

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1880074 05/26/2023 DC42  44.40

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

caller states 1 blk & wht german shep wolf looking dog 1 pitbull and their 2 puuupies still roaming area- repeated issue

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog was laying in the back of the kennel, i open the kennel he sat in the corner lip licking, whale eyes, i 

offer treats he was not intrested, as i try to leash him he would move away. I then used a long leash to lasso him, onced i had 

him on the leash he started pulling back, yelping. I loosen up the leash and open the kennel he bolted out the kennel, tailed 

tucked in. I guide him into his kennel, he ran straight into his kennel, then he try running back out. i wasnt able to remove the 

leash.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog lowered its head and had whale eyes. Once I placed leash on he began to thrash around once 

removed from kennel. I muzzled the dog and carried to its next kennel. Once in the next kennel, I removed leash as he 

cowared in the corner.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  TRICOLOR,  CATAHOULA MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879973 05/25/2023 M09  51.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lrg brown & white stray female very agressive dog chasing residents and utility employees in the area, dog is in bk yard

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 WEEKS,  TAN / WHITE,  CATAHOULA MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879974 05/25/2023 M09  3.80

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lrg brown & white stray female very agressive dog chasing residents and utility employees in the area, dog is in bk yard

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  4 WEEKS,  TAN / WHITE,  CATAHOULA MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879975 05/25/2023 M09  4.25

Not Tested

Outcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lrg brown & white stray female very agressive dog chasing residents and utility employees in the area, dog is in bk yard

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 WEEKS,  WHITE,  CATAHOULA MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879976 05/25/2023 M09  3.55

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lrg brown & white stray female very agressive dog chasing residents and utility employees in the area, dog is in bk yard



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 WEEKS,  BROWN / WHITE,  CATAHOULA MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879977 05/25/2023 M09  3.90

Not Tested

UNDRAGE/WTOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 lrg brown & white stray female very agressive dog chasing residents and utility employees in the area, dog is in bk yard

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BROWN / BLACK,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 8

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879305 KIA 05/21/2023 SOUTHA01  49.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

dog was picked up in the complainant front yard

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 YEARS,  WHITE / BRINDLE,  AMER BULLDOG MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879817 KAREN 05/24/2023 SOUTHA08  64.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Dog was left in crate at 3300 with a bowl of water. Held dilated pupils, furrowed brow, turning in kennel slowly to avoid being 

leashed. Used leash through top of kennel to leash and thread through the kennel door opening then opened the crate door. 

She walked out slowly and then started to pull and veer the other direction. We used a herding method of a second handler 

walking behind her with an open towel to follow her and keep her walking. Near doorways or loud noises she paused and we 

again used the towel stretched out to walk behind her as a barrier so that she would move forward. Her tail and head remained 

low and walked away from handler to the side but continued to walk.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Trembling in kennel, appeared fearful and shifting whale eyes and leg movements as if ready to get up and walk towards the 

back of kennel at any minute. We kept walking and did not interact further.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As I approached the kennel, Karen was standing on her bed. She had large whale eyes and a stressed body. Her tail was 

slightly tucked. I baby talked and I offered treats as I opened the kennel door . She took a few steps away from me, staring at 

me. Her body trembled slightly as I entered her kennel and leashed her up. She hesitated but as soon as I started to walk she 

walked behind me. She walked on a loose leash but kept her head down and tail tucked. As I approached and entered the run, 

Karen ran around the run tail tucked and body tensed not wanting to approach me. I sat down and she still did not want to 

approach me. I attempted to get her closer by using treats but she still was not interested. I was able to leash her when she 

ran past me. Her walking on a loose leash continued and she walked heavily drooling, tail tucked and lowered head.



Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  2 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 14

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878467 SASHA 05/18/2023 SOUTHA13  47.00

NAD/NEGATIVE

SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

05/12/23 09:46 #251 Hurtado Dog is extremely friendly and was able to walk on a leash and be handled easily

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Sasha presented a wiggly body and has a loose leash and has relaxed body. During runs, she tends to be very silent.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  BLUE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 9

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879165 TEDDY 05/20/2023 SOUTHA19  56.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Dog was knocking over trash cans when I arrived seems to have broken loose. Rope still around his neck.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Canine is jumping up on kennel door, barking, howling, etc. Placing adopt eval, covering kennel, and placing extra enrichment.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  WHITE,  DOGO ARGENTINO MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 8

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879375 COOPER 05/21/2023 SOUTHA32  82.20

NAD

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

2 dog inside kennel by Alief ISD Maintenance Department

BEHAVIOR NOTE

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Sitting at the front of the kennel high pitch barking, dog kept pushing kennel door and he managed to escape. As I try to place 

dog back into the kennel he kept pulling back. Had to muzzle and carry into a kennel

BEHAVIOR NOTE

cooper was moved to south this morning. approaching kennel he was vocalizing, with neutral body and wagging tail. offered 

treats and opened the door to place the leash. when leashed he walked loosely and got into the kennel with no issue. 

occasionally vocal in kennel.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

quiet in kennel, as I approach his kennel he is laying in his bed I called him to front of kennel and he walked as I went to open 

the kennel door he was eager to come out once leash was placed he walked on a loose leash, sniffed a few dogs as we 

walked out the row and as one dog barked towards him as we walked out cooper ignored her and continued to walk out of row

BEHAVIOR NOTE

quiyte in kennel and seems to have a relaxed body and neutral face. Once leashed, it does not pull and remains relaxed while 

walking. Once it is outside, it seems to sniff the ground and present normal dog behaviour .

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching Kennel, cooper had a relaxed body and was laying in bed. while leashing cooper presented normal dog behaviour 

on the leash. Leash was loose and no pulling. Ocassionally vocal in the outdoor runs. While trying to go back, cooper started 

pulling back hard and refused to go back into the kennel. Had to use treats to get him back inside the kennel. dilated pupils, 

standing behind cover staring and looking up when passing by

BEHAVIOR NOTE

As I approached the kennel Cooper was laying down. When he saw me he stood up with a wagging tail and a loose wiggly 

body. His body was relaxed and his face was relaxed. I leashed him up and he walked on a loose leash. However he would 

periodically look up at me and attempt to jump up at me. Tail still wagging. I was able to redirect the jumping with treats.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  4 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 6

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879688 CARA 05/23/2023 SOUTHB04  56.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

dog was loose running the streets

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Laying on bedding, curled body, dilated pupils, ears back, she started to low growl and I almost didn't hear it but it deepened 

and got louder as I kneeled down. Her mouth was flinching and she remained on the bed low growling when I opened the 

kennel door to offer sweet talking.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog is laying down with wrinkly forehead, back ears, and pursed lips. As I get closer with treats and 

babytalk, dog starts to get up slowly and have a curled tail wag. I leash and she walked slowly but I did notice some raised 

hackles on the way to the runs. On the way back, she walked gently on a loose leash and displayed a more relaxed body. 

Starts to pant with wrinkly forehead once in kennel. Will monitor behavior and cover kennel door for privacy.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  1 YEAR,  BLACK / BROWN,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 5

Days in ShelterConditionName

OTHERA1879802 LUKE 05/23/2023 SOUTHB07  41.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



BEHAVIOR NOTE

when dog first came in and was in the temp kennel of back intake, he was very wiggly and offered a sit on his own with squinty 

eyes and a wagging tail hitting the floor while sitting. He flopped over on his side and exposed his belly for rubs and was licking 

my hands and taking treats readily.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Placing on Adopt Eval due to dog pancaking on the floor once leashed with whale eyes and a tucked tail . I approach his kennel 

and Luke greets me with low ears and a wagging tail. I offer treats to leash but once leash dog refuses to walk . Squatted down 

with babytalk to get him to walk towards the row door since he kept attempting to sniff other dogs . Had to tether leash to wall 

while kennel was being cleaned and redirected attention using treats. Willc over kennel door and give extra enrichment.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  4 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879618 CLIFF 05/22/2023 SOUTHB10  62.00

NAD

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

05/19/23 16:23 #251 Hurtado Dog showed aggression to postal worker, I called dog to me and it was friendly.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Constant barking since dog was brought over yesterday as a move adopt. His kennel is covered but Cliff lays on the floor trying 

to look under the cover, barking out into the walkway. After pulling 2 covers into his kennel, I placed Cliff in South Nursery. I 

placed him in the runs to potty and he barked and whined nonstop. When I leashed him to bring him inside, he avoided the 

leash and tried pushing the run door open with his nose. I blocked the space with my body and tried to leash Cliff through the 

door. He was heavily panting and moving side to side. When the leash touched him he grabbed it with his teeth and pulled 

backwards.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel dog is laying down vocalizing with dilated pupils and back ears as I pass with other dogs. I toss treats to 

redirect attention but he continues to forward bark and pant. When leashing, dog attempts to escape by jumping up and 

scratching at the kennel door and pushing snout through kennel door as I leash him. Cliff continuously jumped on me on the 

way to runs ignoring treats as well as escaping run after placing in. Placed him in South Nursery kennel to be able to clean his 

kennel. Will cover kennel door and place extra enrichment.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BROWN / WHITE,  MASTIFF DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879619 BROCK 05/22/2023 SOUTHC05  68.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



BEHAVIOR NOTE

Brock is quiet in the kennel lays in front of the kennel door and when talking to him he sits in front of the kennel with relaxed 

body as the other dogs begin to be vocal he also starts to be vocal but when i toosed treats he eats them and stays queit.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Brock was standing in front of the kennel. With tight open mouth with tongue sticking out, high raised tail and tense body. 

Placing the leash on him, and once he was out of the kennel he bolted out of the kennel and started to pull forward on the 

leash. I tossed treats to redirect him but he just ignored them

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Brock is standing in front of the door of his kennel. With tight open mouth vocalizing, barking and tap danzing.Placing the leash 

on him he jumping on me, walking with him still jump. I tossed treats to redirect him but he refuse to take them. Panting his 

kennel, cleaning three times in the AM. I put a blanket from the door of his kennel but he still barking I give him exta 

enrichment. 

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel Brock was in front of the kennel. With open mouth and neutral body. I offered treats and opened the door 

and Placed the leash on him. when leashed he started to pull forward on the leash, once out he followed some trials of treats. 

noticed dog in interested just in soft treats. dog wagged his tail and came to me when i approached him in the kennel, also 

took treats gently from my hand ( soft treats)

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Spayed female)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 14

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1878448 BAILEY 05/15/2023 SOUTHC14  49.00

NEGATIVE

SPACEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

stray dog

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel dog greated me with a neutral body and face. offered treat and opened the door to place the leash. when 

leashed she walked loosely with wagging tail. she remains quiet and lying in her bed.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Bailey has a relaxed body with a waggy tail that goes side by side and has a neutral face. Leashes easily and follows your pace 

and a loose leash. Responds well with treats and is silent in her kennel. Tends to sleep on its bed all day.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Bailey is quiet in her kennel, she walks well on a loose leash, maintains a relax body, soft open mouth, soft swaying tail. Bailey 

will walk back into her kennel with no issues.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Bailey presented a relax body, soft open mouth, soft swaying tail. she walked on a loose leash and is very quiet in her kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  WHITE / BROWN,  AUST CATTLE DOG MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

NORMALA1879532 CHESTNUT 05/22/2023 SOUTHC24  35.00

NEGATIVE

BEH MANAGEOutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

1 lg pitbull 1 "hunting dog" both large in sz and are aggressive/usually hang around playground/basketball area

BEHAVIOR NOTE

After cleaning I went back around to spot clean and Chestnut was barking and jumping on his kennel. Will cover and monitor.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Chestnut is very vocal, he has a blanket front the door of his kennel, He destroy the enrichment, pating (Cleaning two times in 

the AM) He jumps, tap danzing and sinister smile. Outside: He walks fast and jumping on me, he refuse to takes the treats.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

approaching kennel for a afternoon walk dog presented a very wiggly body. he started jumping and barking when I showed the 

leash and baby talk. When leashed chestnut pull forward to the door. once outside he relax a little bit and walked semi loose, 

at the beginning dog walked wiggly, doing zig zag and jumping on me, however after a while a was able to redirect with treats. 

he will looks after meet and soft treats and avoid the hard ones. chestnut will graphically follow the trials of treats. 

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  2 YEARS,  BLACK / TAN,  GERM SHEPHERD MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 7

Days in ShelterConditionName

HEARTWORMSA1879541 COOPER 05/22/2023 SOUTHC25  50.00

HIGH POSITIVE

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Cooper in the kennel when i walk by to spot clean and four on floor check as i baby talking to the dogs next to him he begins to 

be vocal and whine then begins to bark while sitting down in front of the kennel as if he wants attention too. when a citizen 

walked in Cooper did the same as he did to me and citizen ended up taking him on a walk.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Wiggly body, taking treats, quiet in kennel and sitting.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Very quiet in his kennel, Cooper comes to you when you call him, enters his kennel by himself. He lowers his head for you to 

put on the leash, walks elegantly and povably potty training. Enjoy the treats and very easy walks with him.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact female)  8 MONTHS,  BROWN / WHITE,  BASENJI MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 9

Days in ShelterConditionName

GIA1879155 NORA 05/20/2023 SOUTHC26  35.00

LOW POSITIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

3 stray dogs roaming area they are by the tennis court right 1 brown dog and /1 black and white aggressive / 1 tan

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Very sweet dog, she give kisses, enjoy the treats, walks slow, radar ears, wagging tail, quiet in her kennel.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  6 WEEKS,  BROWN / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 4

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED5

INTESTINAL PARA1879918 CURIOUS 

GEORGE

05/25/2023 SOUTHD10  5.50

Not Tested

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:



INTAKE

1 medium brown/white dog laying in the yard. Possibly sick

MEDICAL CONSULT

05/23/23 13:51 talked to potential adopter n. h. about uri and dermatitis.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Intact male)  3 YEARS,  BRINDLE / WHITE,  STAFFORDSHIRE MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 16

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED5

URIA1878161 MILES 05/13/2023 SOUTHD15  52.00

NEGATIVE/NAD

COND MINOROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

Dog roaming loose on Denoron

BEHAVIOR NOTE

wiggly body, walks on loose leash he is quiet in kennel laying in bed.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approaching kennel, dog was wagging tail and waiting at the door. Once leashed, miles started walking with a loose leash and 

wagging tail. He repsonds to treats and has normal dog behaviour on the leash. However, he started whinning once i started to 

leavi his presence.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Approach the kennel Miles greeted at the front of the kennel door, place the leash on him and he walk out of the kennel 

readily. Walking outside Miles walked well on a loose leash, he held a relax body, wagging tail and soft eyes.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Miles greets at the front of the kennel with a wagging tail. i took him out to the runs to potty and he would walk on a loose leash 

with a wiggly body.

Animal ID DueOut  Date

 (Neutered male)  6 MONTHS,  BLACK / WHITE,  LABRADOR RETR MIX DOG

Kennel No

FELV/ FIV or HW Status:

Description:

Weight

 17

Days in ShelterConditionName

PURRFURRED5

URIA1878069 STANDLEY 05/12/2023 SOUTHD18  33.50

NEGATIVE

COND SEVEROutcome Request: Reason:

Eval. Notes:

INTAKE

1 DOG CONTAINED AT ALIEF MAINTENANCE FACILITY GERARDO SANCHEZ//PLS STOP AT FRONT DESK

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Very popular with the customers, he gives kisses, ears and tail down. relax body, soft eyes. He just lying down in his bed very 

relax.

BEHAVIOR NOTE

Soft closed mouth, offered sitting several times on his own, taking treats. Walked on loose leash and offered play bows 

outside.


